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Paper Piece 
 

Paper Pieced Curves; 8 Quilted Projects 

Create curves with confidence! Do you love the graceful look of curves, but hate 
marking and pinning pesky fabric pieces? Now you can eliminate those time-
consuming methods and find success in your next curved piecing project. Just 
transfer a pattern to paper and start sewing! 

Jodie Davis 

 

Pattern 
Paper Pieced 
 
Houses 
Gardens 

Paper Pieced Houses and Gardens 

Paper Pieces Patterns:   Houses, buildings, tees, birds, bugs and butterflies, 
flowers, mushrooms, gardening, and leaves 

Shirley Liby 

No Image available 

Video 
CD 
 
Free-Motion Machine 
Embroidery 
Embellishments 

Pat Rodgers Presents Free Motion Machine Embroidery:   

Pat Rodgers is a wild blend of artist and teacher, entertaining/teaching at quilt 
and sewing shops, guilds and seminars.  Her DVD "Free Motion Machine 
Embroidery and Beading by Machine" is a close-up view of machine 
embroidery techniques with project examples. 
Note:  Does not work in DVD Player – Does work on PC 

Pat Rodgers 

 

Quilts 
Patchwork 

 Romantic 

 Floral/pastel colors 

 Scrap fabric projects 

Patchwork & Quilting, Romantic 

Most of the book’s patterns are traditional patterns interpreted in a 
contemporary fashion, with helpful hints to speed your progress and expand 
your horizons.  This collection reflects a penchant for the romantic side of 
patchwork, floral fabrics, pastel colors, and quilts or other designs with a 
sentimental history. All of you fabric addicts, constitutionally unable to discard a 
single scrap of fabric once it crosses the threshold of your workroom, will also 
find a number of scrap fabric projects. These offer delightful ways to use up all 
those odds and ends of fabric you may have been squirreling away for years.  

Ciba Vaughan 

 

Quilt 
Patchwork 
 

Patchwork Quilts Made Easy: 33 Quilt Favorites, Old and New 

This edition is jam-packed with lessons, insights, and inspiration for quilters of 
every skill level. 33 quilt projects in both vintage and contemporary styles. 

Jean Wells 

 

Quilts 
Patchwork 

Patchwork Showcase:  Simple Quilts with Big Impact 

Whip up quick quilts with maximum visual punch! These clever patterns--which 
rely on fast construction, classic blocks, and just a few fabrics--are easy enough 
for all skill levels.   Includes twenty projects range from bright, bold quilts to 
adorable children’s quilts and traditional-style designs  

Nancy Mahoney 

 Other 
Novel 

Perfect Square, A 

A Shipshewana Amish Mystery 

Vanetta Chapman 



 

Techniques 
Digital Imagery 
 

 Using photos 

 Digital Image 
Transfer / Printing 

 Photo Transfer 

Photo Fun 

State-of-the-art fabric printing techniques to use with any brand of inkjet printer 
or scanner. 

Hewlett-Packard 
Publisher 

 

Borders 
 

Pieced Borders: The Complete Resource 
 
Ready-to-use patterns and easy techniques for finishing your quilts with a 
flourish. 

Judy Martin 

 

Techniques 
 
Borders 

Pieced to Fit, Instant Quilt Borders from Easy Blocks 

No need to worry about how to frame and finish these beautiful quilts—built-in 
sashings and borders make finishing touches a snap! Stitch pieced sashings 
and borders as you make each block. 

Sheila Sinclair 
Snyder 

 

Quilts 
Collection 
Pineapple 

Pineapple Quilts:  New Quilts from an Old Favorite 

The theme for the 1998 AQS contest was the traditional Pineapple pattern, a 
long-time favorite for both individuals and the producers of commercial patterns. 
The tips, techniques, and patterns contributed by the 18 finalists will enable 
quilters of all skill levels to enjoy making their own pineapple quilts. 

Barbara Smith, 
Editor 
AQS 

 

Quilts 
 
Pink Ribbon Quilts 

Pink Ribbon Quilts:  A Book Because of Breast Cancer 

When you create a quilt to brighten the day in the life of a breast-cancer patient, 
survivor or caregiver, you join Mimi and thousands of other women in enduring 
the fight to find a cure. Includes 11 step-by-step quilt projects that use a pink 
ribbon theme or pink fabric. Projects include small friendship quilts, large raffle 
quilts and a comfort pillow. 

Mimi Dietrich 

 

Quilts 
 
Patchwork 
 

Prayer Shawl Quilts 

Collection of shawls, throws and lap quilts from designers who have a variety of 
faith backgrounds.   There are times when a special quilt is required to fill a 
need, provide comfort or give someone a blessing. On such occasions, we want 
to let those friends, or even strangers, know that we have been praying for 
them. 

House of White 

Birches 

http://www.amazon.com/Pieced-Fit-Sheila-Sinclair-Snyder/dp/1564775615/ref=sr_1_9?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397509132&sr=1-9&keywords=pieced
http://www.amazon.com/Pineapple-Quilts-New-Old-Favorite/dp/1574327119/ref=pd_sim_b_7?ie=UTF8&refRID=07ETJPP363ZQYB4NQAV1
https://www.etsy.com/listing/178409957/pink-ribbon-quilts-by-mimi-dietrich?ref=market


 

Quilts 
Paper Pieced 

Precisely Sew:  Sharp Pointies!! 

 

Brenda Henning 

 

Patchwork 
Four Patches 
Feathered Stars 
 

Quick Classic Quilts: Four-Patches to Feathered Stars 

27 quilt patterns, from simple to complex. Many full-size quilts, most are rotary-
cut and machine-pieced 

Marsha McCloskey 

 

Other 
Holiday 
 
Christmas 

 

Quick Country Christmas Quilts 

Deck the halls with festive quilts, stockings, a coordinated table ensemble, 
pillows, a tree skirt, ornaments and much, much more. 

Debbie Mumm 

 

Miniature 
 
Combination, applique, 
wearables, seasonal, 
holidays 
 

Quick Country Quilting (2 Copies) 

Over 80 projects featuring easy, timesaving techniques. 

Debbie Mumm 

 

Quilts 
Quick Quilts 

Quick Quilts Large & Small, 20 fast and fabulous quilts for the home 

Bright, colorful quilts with four alternative color schemes for each design. 

Rosemary 
Wilkinson 

 

Quilts 
Quilts-in-a-Day  
 
Asst. size projects 

Quick Trip Quilts 

Quick Trip Quilts is a strip pieced pattern with three layouts. The traditional 
"Quick Trip" is based on a "Trip Around the World" format.  A Bargello effect is 
achieved with the "Quick Quarter" pattern, and for the artist in you, piece a 
"Water Lily" which adds a bit of applique to a rippling water background.  

Eleanor Burns 

http://www.quiltinaday.com/shoponline/book/5137


 

Techniques Quilt as You Go 

Easy foolproof way to quilt and assemble portable blocks and strips. 

Sandra Millett 

 

Combination 
 
Patchwork 
Applique 

Quilt Challenge  “what if” ideas for color & design 

Designers challenged each other to make eight quilts using specific design and 
color guidelines. 

Sharyn Craig & 

Pamela Mostek 

 

Quilts 
Quilts-in-a-Day  
 
Asst. size projects 

Quilt in a Day: Bears in the Woods 

Country-inspired holiday projects and a charming picture quilt using the Log 
Cabin, Bears Paw, Tree, and Flying Geese blocks. Appliqued bears and 
caribou make these projects come alive! Decorate your holiday table with 
handmade gifts and ornaments, and a basketful of woodsy quilts. 

Eleanor Burns & 
Sue Bouchard 

 
 

Donated in memory 
of Jane Miller, 1999 

 

Quilt Projects 
 

Quilt Projects by Machine  
 
Various projects to make wall hangings, bed quilts, lap quilts, and table runners 
ranging from easy-to-sew to more challenging. 

Singer Sewing 
Company 

 

Other 
Holiday 
 
Christmas 
Asst. Size Projects 
 

Quilted for Christmas – Book IV 

Stitch up special holiday projects to warm your home or give as gifts! – 15 new 
projects – wall hanging, tree skirt, stocking, pillow, full size bed quilt. 

That Patchwork 
Place, compiled by 

Janet White 

 Other 
Fiction 

Quilter’s Apprentice, The  

An Elm Creek Quilts Novel 

Jennifer Chiaverini 

 

Cookbook 
Christmas 

Quilter’s Christmas Cookbook 

Quilters from across North America offer recipes-both comforting and exotic-
form their smorgasbord of food traditions. Here, too, are some of their favorite 
Christmas memories and stores. 

Louise Stoltzfus & 
Dawn Ranck 

 
Donated:  MAY 

2014 

 Other 
Fiction 

Quilter’s Homecoming, The 

An Elm Creek Quilts Novel 

Jennifer Chiaverini 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Louise+Stoltzfus&search-alias=books&text=Louise+Stoltzfus&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Dawn+Ranck&search-alias=books&text=Dawn+Ranck&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/Favorite-Quilters-Christmas-Cookbook-Stoltzfus/dp/B000RWIORC/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1400768014&sr=1-3&keywords=quilters+christmas+cookbook


 

Techniques Quilters' Ultimate Visual Guide:  From A to Z - Hundreds of Tips and 
Techniques for Successful Quiltmaking 

Everything you ever wanted to know about quilting!    
You've hit the jackpot with this quilter's ultimate answer book. From A to Z you'll 
find combined wisdom from a star-studded cast of 60 expert quilters. 

Edited by Ellen Pahl 

 

Video 
DVD 

Quilting Caveman Style 

Breaking all the rules and having fun Ricky Tims Style 

Ricky Tims 

 

Video 
VHS 
 
 

Quilting from the Heartland 
 
Pillows for Special Occasions – weddings, anniversaries 

Sharlene Jorgenson 

 

Quilts 
Group Quilts 

Quilting Together, How to Organize, Design, and Make Group Quilts 

This is a complete how-to guide for the group quilter, covering every aspect of 
quilt-making from conception and design to care and storage. 

Paula Nadelstern & 
LynNell Hancock 

 

Patchwork 
Strips 
 

Quilting with Strips and Strings 

Complete instructions for 46 Patchwork quilts 

Helen Whitson 
Rose 

 

Patchwork Quilts from America's Heartland:  Step-By-Step Directions for 35 
Traditional Quilts 

Some 29 antique quilts by Midwestern quiltmakers were the inspiration for this 
superb collection of quilt patterns. This is primarily a pattern book, although 
some historical notes are included. 

Marianne Fons & 
Liz Porter 

 

Quilts 
Combination 
 
Historical 

Quilts from Aunt Amy 

Inspired by blocks from a quit more than a century old, the design team of 
Country threads has taken blocks from one of Aunt Amy's traditional sampler 
quilts to create 14 scrap quilt patterns with a wonderfully old fashioned feel. 
Each project combines Aunt Amy's enduring classic style with the distinct flavor 
of Country Threads. 

Mary Tendall 
Etherington & 

Connie Tesene 

http://www.amazon.com/Quilting-Caveman-Style-Ricky-Tims/dp/B000QAU69E/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1397427285&sr=8-2&keywords=caveman+quilting
http://www.amazon.com/Quilting-Together-Organize-Design-Quilts/dp/0517568942/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397589727&sr=1-1&keywords=quilting+together
http://www.shopmartingale.com/images/detailed/13/B375-Quilts-From-Aunt-Amy.jpg


 

Quilts 
Quilts-in-a-Day  
 
Asst. size projects 

Quilts from El's Kitchen 

Sixteen traditional blocks in both 12" and 6" sizes are named after a food, or are 
related to items in the kitchen. Recipes as well as individual blocks and quilts 
are included.  

Eleanor Burns 

 

Quilts 
Quilts-in-a-Day  
 
Asst. size projects 

Quilts Through the Seasons: A Quilt for Each Month of the Year 

Eleanor has created a palette of quilt patterns to symbolize the months of the 
year.  Autumn is harvest time with cool, crisp air offering welcome relief from 
hot summer days. Using Eleanor's easy applique technique, grace your fall 
table with "Harvest Tablerunner," a cornucopia of the earth's bounty. Eleanor 
uses 5" charm squares to create the "Buckeye Beauty", a scrappy quilt that is 
as delightful to make as it is to admire. For traditional flair, the "Country Lane 
Quilt" fits the bill.  

Eleanor Burns 

 

Art Quilts 
Landscape 
 
Blended images 

Quiltscapes 

In Rebecca Barker's remarkable and colorful paintings, traditional quilts are 
blended into images of landscapes, seascapes, still lifes, and farm scenes in an 
imaginative way.  Each evokes impressions of the pleasant and positive places 
that form the patchwork of our lives. 

Rebecca Barker 

 

Quilts 
Quilts-in-a-Day  
 
Asst. size projects 

Radiant Star Quilts 

Detailed, no-fail directions, make this star easy, fast, and most of all fun to put 
together.  Inspiring photos of a variety of quilts show some of the many colors 
and styles in which the Radiant Star can be made.  

Eleanor Burns 

 

Quilts 
Patchwork 

Rectangle Pizzazz:   Fast, Fun & Finished in a Day 

Rectangle Pizzazz by Judy Sisneros shows that rectangles are among the most 
basic of shapes but can be incorporated into a quilt in many different ways. Five 
quilts to put together in a day, simple construction and easy designs and fast 
piecing make these quilts come together in no time! 

Judy Sisneros 

 

Quilts 
Redwork 

Red & White: American Redwork Quilts & Patterns (2 books) 

The most comprehensive look at redwork available.  Redwork, a type of 
needlework popular during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, is once again 
the hottest trend in the quilting world.  two-volume set, 100 actual-size patterns 
and detailed instructions. 

Deborah Harding 

http://www.amazon.com/Radiant-Star-Quilts-Eleanor-Burns/dp/1891776525/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397514738&sr=1-1&keywords=eleanor+burns+radiant+star
http://www.amazon.com/Rectangle-Pizzazz-Fast-Fun-Finished-ebook/dp/B007K4MUSY/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397559156&sr=1-1&keywords=rectangle+pizzazz
http://www.quiltinaday.com/shoponline/book/2899
http://www.quiltinaday.com/shoponline/book/46506


 

Quilts 
Redwork 

Redwork Designs (Favorite) 

A fresh, updated look at this timeless favorite with garden-themed and other 
new designs. Illustrations and patterns guide you through making a quilt with 
designs inspired by botanical prints. The traceable patterns can be used for 
embroidery, applique, quilting, or wearable art projects.  

Betty Alderman 

 

Video 
DVD 
 
Machine Quilting 
Trapunto 
Bindings 
 

Ricky Tims Grand Finale (a comprehensive machine quilting DVD):  
 
Ricky's Grand Finale DVD workshop is available to all who are interested in 
"Fine machine quilting and finishing techniques"!  This DVD covers everything 
you need to know once the quilt top is complete: * innovative marking 
techniques * creating your own quilting designs * managing the quilt *machine 
trapunto * bobbin quilting * bobbin trapunto * two exciting heirloom bindings 
made completely by machine. 

Ricky Tims 

 

Video 
DVD 
 
Kaleidoscope 
Strip-piecing 

Ricky Tims Kook Kaleidoscope Quilts:  a Simple Srip-Piecing Technique 
for Stunning Results 
 
This easy-to-make quilt is made from strip-pieced sets of fabric strata.  Perfect 
for confident beginners and beyond. Also included are a special gallery of 
student quilts and a music video featuring original music by Ricky. 

Ricky Tims 

 

Quilts 
Patchwork 
 

Ricky Tims' Kool Kaleidoscope Quilts: Simple Strip-Piecing Technique for 
Stunning Results 

You'll see impressive and intricate results from simple sets of strips; it's 
foolproof with little need for pre-planning. The beauty lies in the unpredictability 
of how the fabric unfolds - just like a real kaleidoscope! 

Ricky Tims 

 

Holiday 
Christmas 
 
Cross Stitch 
Plastic Canvas 
Crochet 
Knitting 
Sewing 

Rodale's Christmas Needlecraft Collection: Over 100 Easy Projects 

Over 100 easy projects for gifts, decorations and bazaar best-sellers 

Jean Leinhauser, 

Rita Weiss - 

American School of 

Needlework 

 

Techniques 
 
Rotary Cutting 
Projects 

Rotary Cutting with Alex Anderson 

Needle crafters can perfect their rotary cutting skills with guidance from this 
award-winner's book, which offers valuable tips for beginner and advanced 
quilters alike.  

Techniques for accurate rotary cutting by both right-handed and left-handed 
quilters are shown.  

Alex Anderson 

 Other 
Fiction 

Round Robin 

An Elm Creek Quilts Novel 

Jennifer Chiaverini 

 

http://www.rickytims.com/images/stories/virtuemart/product/Grand_Finale_DVD_4cc34c4c574e0.jpg
http://www.amazon.com/Ricky-Tims-Kool-Kaleidoscope/dp/B001E4EV7O/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1396956737&sr=8-1-spell&keywords=ricky+tims+dvd+kook+kaleidoscope
http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/FrameBase?content=/en/imagegallery/imagegallery.shtml?si=t%26images=http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/41cJphlw55L.jpg

